Jr. Designer
Cervélo
Job ID #85770

Job Purpose (accountabilities):

To support the Cervélo Product Design Team with the creation of 3D CAD models, as well as provide support in the development of documentation including manuals and presentations.

Responsibilities:
Provide CAD modelling support for Design Team (40%)
• Assist product designers in the creation of 3D CAD Models of new product designs.
• Support the team with revisions and alterations throughout the design process.

Create concepts and final CAD for supplementary Cervélo parts and accessories (30%)
• Take input from design team and research if needed to develop concept sketches for Cervélo branded products.
• Develop concepts further in CAD, potentially up to final design stage if needed.
• Communicate design to manufacturer through use of 3D CAD, sketches, 2D drawings and presentations.
• Follow design process through to final approval with vendor.

Support product design team with the production of user manuals and assembly instructions (20%)
• Work with design team to determine the build instructions for new product.
• Create technical illustrations/renderings and exploded views.
• Layout instructions in a clear concise manner.
• Perform subsequent updates of the technical documentation as needed.

Support Product Launches with the development of content for presentations and documents (10%)
• Take input from the design team and create content that match the Cervélo Brand Guidelines and present material in a clear and concise manner.

Go to mySucess via Carleton Central, for further information.
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Corporate Relations Officer
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LinkedIn